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“Even though the DOD has not comThat was not true, however. The
leadership on the program.
pleted developmental testing, ... that
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in the program, McCain has been
exposing it to the risk of cost retrofits
R. Heinz, was fired by then-Defense
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late in production,” McCain said in a
Secretary Robert M. Gates in February
the program. When USAF unveiled
May 5 speech, adding that the program
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fighter program.
stance, McCain applauded the base’s
Indeed, during an April hearing with
Ashton B. Carter, nominated in
attributes, rather than the F-35 itself.
the current F-35 program executive
December to be Defense Secretary,
“It is no coincidence that the Air
officer, Air Force Lt. Gen. Christopher
provided an explanation in a May
Force chose Luke for the stationing
C. Bogdan, McCain admonished the
speech last year. Heinz told Carter he
of initial F-35s: The flying weather is
Pentagon for not sticking with a “fly
had been approving Lockheed Martin
perfect, the nearby Barry M. Goldbefore you buy” approach.
progress payments because he liked
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“If we had adhered to that principle, we
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